
Exam Markov Decision Theory

and Algorithmic Methods (191531920)

April T, 2014 8:45-11:45 hrs

This exam consists of 4 exercises.
Motivate all your answers.

1. Consider an infinite horizon average reward Markov Decision Problem (MDP) with
state space,S: {sr,s2}, and action sets Ar, : {atJ,ctt,z}, Arr: {azJ,az,z}. The
immediate rewards are r(s1 ,atJ) : 4, r(s1,at,z) : 6, r(s2,or,r) : -4, r(s2,or2) :
-6. The transition probabilities are given by p(.szlst,ar,t) : 7f2, p(s2ls1,at2):1,
p(szlsz,oz,r) :1f 2, and p(szlsz,az,z) :0.

(a) The stationary policy d* is defined by the decision rule d satisfying d(s1) : a1,2

and d(s2) : a2,2.Calculate the gain gd* of this stationary policy.

(b) The optimality equations in vector notation are given by B(g,h) : 0 with

r)
B(s.h)ls): gq* { r(s, a) - e + f pj s,o)h(j) - h(r) }"o' t j€s )

Write down the optimality equations for this MDP. Use these equations and their
properties to shou,'that the optimal gain g* is bounded, namely -4 < g-(s) < 6.

(c) Show that 9.(s) :213, s e ,S, is the optimal gain.

(d) Let h: (1013,-10/3) be a bias vector. Determine a decision rule d that is h-
improving.

(e) Suppose that you are asked to check whether or not a given policy n" is average
optimal. Mention two different ways to do so.

2. (a) Consider an infinite horizon discounted MDP. Explain in words why we may restrict
attention to Markov policies, instead of history-dependent policies, when analyzing
discounted N4DPs.

(b) One algorithm for solving infinite horizon discounted MDPs is the value iteration
algorithm. This results in a stationary policy (d.)- with

dr(s) e arg max
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for each state s € ,S.
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Prove that the policy (d.)* is e-optimal.



3. Consider large-scale MDPs with countable state space ,S : {0, 1,...}, discount factor
,\, and unbounded rewards.

(a) In this setting, the weighted supremum norm with respect to tu is used: llrll- :
sup"ss.(r)-1lu(s)l with tu an arbitrary positive real-valued. function on S satisfy-
ing inf,65 to(s) > 0.

Let A, : {0, 1, 2,...,M} for all states s, r(s,a) : s, and p(jls, (r) : 7 if j : s + a
andp(jls,a):0 else. Let u,(s) : max(s,1). Show that there exists a constant rc,

0(rc(oo,suchthat

Ip(-rlr, a).(i) I nw(s), for all a € A,, for all s € ,S.

jes

(This is one of the conditions for existence of an optimal policy.)

(b) Under suitable conditions (one of them is mentioned in part (a)), the optimality
equation has an optimal solution; that is, the MDP has a value. Why do aigo-
rithms like the value iteration algorithm not work in this case? And, how can we
approximate the value in practice?

4. Approximate dynamic programming may be applied to average cost problems. One
method for solving such problems is the approximate policy evaluation, for approximat-
ing the cost of a stationary policy p. Let 16 denote the state at decisiori epoch k, pii the
transition probability of going from state i to state j given the policy p, and g(r*,q+t)
the immediate cost at decision epoch k starting state 16, using policy pt and the next
state is 2411.

The optimality equations are

n

h(i) : \)r,,, bU, il - ,t + h(j)) ,

j=I

with 4 the average cost for each initial state. Assttme that 4 is known. The goal is to
approximate the vector hby a linear architecture n1l,r7 : $(i)tr.

(a) Explain what a linear architecture is.

(b) Explain how to use a projected equation to approximate h by a linear architecture.
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